› BOEING 737-600/700/800/900 (CFM 56)
› BOEING 737-300/400/500 (CFM 56)
› BOEING B737NG diff. to B737CL (CFM 56)
› AIRBUS A318/319/320/321 (CFM 56)
› AIRBUS A319/320/321 (IAE PW 1100 G/V2500)
› AIRBUS A300/600 (PW 4000)
› AIRBUS A300-600 Diff. to (PW 4000)
› BOEING 757-200/300 (RR RB 211/PW 2000)
› BOEING 777-200/300 (GE 90/RR TRENT 800/PW 4000)
› BOEING 787-8/9 / 10 (GEnx /RR TRENT 1000)
› AIRBUS A320 Diff. to A320 NEO (CFM LEAP-1A)
› AIRBUS A320 Diff. to (IAE PW 1100G)
› AIRBUS A320 Diff. to A320 NEO Both (CFM LEAP-1A/PW 1100G)

Type training courses is in compliance with EASA Part-66 & 147 Legislation. The participant will acquire knowledge necessary to perform and certify maintenance tasks permitted to be carried out as certifying staff category B1/B2.
AIRCRAFT TYPE TRAINING

UPCOMING COURSES

ONLINE B1/B2

> **B757** 200/300 (RR RB 211/PW 2000) / Online  > **16 Nov - 21 Dec**

> **A320** Diff. to A320 NEO (LEAP1-A) / Online  > **04 Jan - 09 Jan**

> **A318/319/320/321** (CFM 56/V2500) / Online  > **22 Feb - 24 Mar**

> **B777** 200/300 (GE 90/RR RB 211/PW 4000) / Online  > **11 Jan - 20 Feb**

> **B787** 8/9/10 (GE9x/RR RB 211) / Online  > **01 Mar - 02 Apr**

+ **STRACTULED OJT** In cooperation with ATHENS AEROSERVICES
THEORETICAL

It provides detailed description, operation, component location, removal/installation, bite and troubleshooting procedures to a maintenance manual level. The theoretical training may be carried out in classrooms at the dedicated training facility registered in our MTOE, at the customers' site or appropriate hired facilities as convenient.

> Course Duration: 30 days average (depending on the Type Course)
> Target Group: EASA Part-66 category B1/B2 or other maintenance staff.
> Number of Participants: Recommended 15 but they can be up to 28 per group.

PRACTICAL

It provides detailed systems operation presentation, component location, removal/installation, bite and troubleshooting procedures on an actual aircraft in cooperation with our Part 145 Athens Aeroservices.

> Course Duration: 10 days average (depending on the Type Course)
> Target Group: EASA Part-66 category B1/B2 or other maintenance staff.
> Number of Participants: Recommended 15

* Practical dates due to COVID-19 will be arranged in coordination with candidates and aircraft availability.
ATHENS AVIATION TRAINING is EASA Part 147 approved for training organization. As part of our approval we carry out Engineer Type training that conforms to the requirements for both theoretical and practical parts of the syllabus. Our training courses are conducted by highly experienced technical instructors.

Our instructors are some of the most experienced and knowledgeable in the industry. They strive to ensure that you gain the best learning experience and successfully pass each course.

We speak your language, with members who are experienced in the complex of Aircraft Maintenance.

Our mission is a pride which we hold in our business and dedicates efforts to creative tailor-made solutions for customers.

What Make Us Stand Out

Quaranteed Practical Training. Practical courses are reserved for all trainings via our Part 145 association and sister company ATHENS AEROSERVICES.

Fees with competitive prices for groups and individuals. Exclusive offers for companies. Tailor-made solutions.

Certified Instructors over 20 years of experience in aviation with rich background in training.

Online e-learning with the approach to keep the quality and the high standards as classroom trainings.
Distance E-Learning
1st Approved Part 147 for Distance E-Learning in Greece. Our efforts are to keep the quality and the high standards as classroom trainings.

Certified Instructors
Over 20 years of experience in aviation with rich background in training

Insured Practical Training
Practical courses are reserved for all trainings via our Part 145 association and sister company ATHENS AEROSERVICES.

Fees
Competitive prices for groups and individuals. Exclusive offers for companies